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Chapter 1

Introduction

The modeling and performance evaluation of different systems like hardware and software products, work flows or industrial processes is a widespread research field. For this a variety of different modeling languages and evaluation tools were developed during the last decades. Each of them has its own strength and weaknesses.

One of the biggest efforts a user has to come over is to choose among those tools to find the one that is appropriate for his special problem. A further disadvantage is that almost each tool has its own model description language that has to be learned. Therefore, the user is not able to change quickly between the usable tools to obtain the optimal evaluation method.

Remedial action is taken by “MOSEL” (→ Chap. 3, P. 19), a universal model specification and evaluation language developed by Helmut Herold at the Department of Computer Science (Chair of Distributed Systems and Operating Systems) University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany.

The goal of the MOSEL program suite is to provide a simple model description language to let the user concentrate on the actual task: the modeling of the system that has to be evaluated. Nevertheless, an adequate evaluation is provided by the integration of many different tools but without having effect on the model creation.

A very powerful and flexible tool integrated in MOSEL is SPNP (→ Chap. 2, P. 3). SPNP is able to analyze and simulate Petri nets (→ Chap. 2.1, P. 3), i.e. ESPNs (→ Chap. 2.1.5, P. 5), modeled in CSPL (→ Chap. 2.2, P. 5). But not all capabilities of SPNP are used by MOSEL yet. Recently only so called GSPNs (→ Chap. 2.1.3, P. 4) could be directly processed by MOSEL. The integration of TimeNET [30] into the MOSEL system in the form of a new version completely revised by Björn Bentel called “MOSEL-2” [4] provides at least the possibility to analyze DSPNs (→ Chap. 2.1.4, P. 5) numerically and to simulate ESPNs with uniform distributed firing times (also called „cDSPNs”).

Of course a few distributions (e.g. hypoeponential, hyperexponential) could be modeled by using the exponential distribution, but with integration of the simulation component of SPNP\(^1\) into the modeling environment of MOSEL-2\(^2\) as presented in this thesis, it is now possible to simulate these distributions and a lot of others (→ Chap. 2.4, P. 11) directly.

---

\(^1\)SPNP version 6.1.2a

\(^2\)Base: MOSEL-2 version 1.0. Result: MOSEL-2 version 2.0
Chapter 2

SPNP: Stochastic Petri Net Package

SPNP analyzes and simulates Petri nets that are described in CSPL. In the beginning of this chapter, Petri nets will be introduced in a few words. For a more formal and detailed introduction into Petri net theory see [1] or [9]. After that, SPNP’s modeling language CSPL will be explained in brief (→ Chap. 2.2, P. 5). In section 2.3 the two main evaluation methods of SPNP, numerical analysis and simulation, will be illustrated. At the end of this chapter all distributions (→ Chap. 2.4, P. 11) and resampling policies (→ Chap. 2.5, P. 17) that are provided by SPNP are listed.

2.1 Petri Nets

Like queuing networks and Markov chains [20] Petri nets (PN) are a very universal and one of the best-known and most commonly used methods for model specification. Especially aspects of concurrency, nondeterminism, communication and synchronization can be grasped figuratively as well as mathematical rigid [8].

They were designed 1962 by Carl Adam Petri and were used in his thesis [7] for the first time. Since then these (yet untimed) Petri nets were permanently improved and extended. By that more and more Petri net families were created:

2.1.1 Petri Nets (untimed)

Petri nets consist of several places, graphically represented by circles, transitions, represented by bars, several input and output arcs, tokens, represented by dots and a set of firing rules. The graphical representation of a simple Petri net is shown in Figure 2.1. Due to its structure of two serial service stations, the presented system is also called ,,Tandem Network” [10].

The state of a Petri net is described by its marking, i.e. by the distribution of tokens among the net’s places. The state can change by firing of a transition which causes the migration of tokens from the input places to the output places of the transition. A transition may only fire if it is enabled, i.e. if all input places are occupied by at least one token.
Structural extensions to that (untimed) Petri nets, like arc multiplicity, inhibitor arcs, transition priorities, etc., will not be discussed in this document. Please refer to [15] or [16] for details.

2.1.2 Stochastic Petri Nets

The modeling power of Petri nets were substantially increased by introducing the consideration of timing aspects of transitions. These new form of Petri nets is called stochastic Petri nets (SPN). The random waiting times associated with transitions are called firing times [1] and can only be exponentially distributed.

2.1.3 Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets

Generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) do not only allow exponentially distributed firing times but also timeless firing times. Timeless transitions will fire as soon as they are enabled. GSPNs fulfill the Markov property (→ Chap. 2.3.1, P. 9). Therefore, their reachability graph can be converted to a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) [20] and solved with different techniques described in [1].

Unfortunately GSPNs are not suitable for all practical applications. See section 2.4 for examples.

GSPNs are supported by MOSEL since the first version.
2.1.4 Deterministic Stochastic Petri Nets

Deterministic stochastic Petri nets (DSPN) additionally provide deterministic firing times. If the transitions may also be uniformly distributed, they are also called extended DSPNs (eDSPN) [30]. Both are non-Markovian Petri nets. Their analysis is much more complicated than that of GSPNs because of the loss of the Markov property (→ Chap. 2.3.1, P. 9).

DSPNs are supported by SPNP 6.1.2a [3] and by MOSEL-2 [4] but not by the first MOSEL version [1].

2.1.5 Extended Stochastic Petri Nets

As well as deterministic stochastic Petri nets, extended stochastic Petri nets (ESPN) are non-Markovian. They support arbitrary distributions.

SPNP 6.1.2a supports all distributions described in section 2.4. As a result of this work, MOSEL-2 version 2.0 is now able to evaluate ESPNs containing these distributions.

2.1.6 Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets

The class of fluid stochastic Petri nets (FSPN) was introduced by Trivedy, Kulkarni et al [17]. By replacing the traditional integer tokens with positive real tokens, stochastic fluid models can be analyzed [1].

The evaluation of FSPNs is not supported by MOSEL-2 yet.

2.1.7 High Level Petri Nets

Special techniques like high level [19] and colored Petri nets [18] are not in the scope of this thesis.

2.2 CSPL: C-based Petri Net Language

The CSPL language is used to describe the Petri net that has to be solved. Moreover, the desired results can be specified in CSPL.

A CSPL file should start with #include "user.h" (constants are defined there) and consists of six parts [3][15]. You can enhance the Petri net specification with arbitrary C-code [20].

2.2.1 options()-Part

Within the options()-part, option values can be set by the functions iopt() and fopt() and runtime inputs can be declared by input() and finput().
As a example, you can start SPNP’s simulation component by using the following `option()`-part:

```c
void options() {
    iopt(10P.SIMULATION, VAL.YES);  // activate SPNP simulation*/
    iopt(10P.SIM.RUNS, 10000);       // number of simulation runs*/
    fopt(10P.SIM.LENGTH, 20.);       // time to run for each iteration*/
}
```

### 2.2.2 `net()`-Part

The `net()`-part is used to describe the Petri net that has to be evaluated. Each place is defined by `place()`, its initial marking by `init()`. Immediate transitions are inserted by `imm()`, timed ones by `rateval()` for exponential distribution or by another function described in section 2.4 for other distributions. The places and transitions are linked by input and output arcs, defined by `iarc()` and `oarc()`.

Of particular interest for non-Markovian Petri nets (ESPNs) are the resampling policies for transitions, that where disabled by the firing of a competitive transition. In SPNP three different policies (→ Chap. 2.5, P. 17) are implemented that can be chosen by the function `policy()`.

Additional functions are implemented in SPNP to describe the Petri net architecture and behavior, like `priority()`, `affected()`, `halting_condition()`, `iarc()`, `miarc()`, `moarc()`, `guard()`, `nuteq()`, `fplace()`, etc. Please refer to the SPNP user’s manual [3] for their purpose and usage.

Assuming the simple Petri net shown in Figure 2.1 consists of one exponentially distributed (firing rate: 0.3) and one deterministic distributed (firing time: 3) transition, the net could be described this way:

```c
void net() {
    place("place1");           // defining first place*/
    place("place2");           // defining second place*/
    init("place1",2);           // initially mark place1 with two tokens*/
    init("place2",1);           // initially mark place2 with one token*/
    rateval("trans1",0.3);      // defining first transition with exponential distribution and firing rate 0.3*/
    detval("trans2",3);         // defining second transition with deterministic firing time 3*/
    iarc("trans1","place1");  // link first place with first transition*/
    oarc("trans1","place2");  // link first transition with second place*/
    iarc("trans2","place2");  // link second place with second transition*/
    oarc("trans2","place1");  // link second transition with first place*/
}
```
2.2.3 assert()-Part

To exclude forbidden markings from calculation, they are declared illegal within the assert()-part. The functions mark() and enabled() are used to determine the state of the system. If the current state is not acceptable, assert() should return the constant RES_ERROR.

The following example ensures, that in a closed Petri net (like Figure 2.1) the number of tokens has to be constant:

```c
int assert() {
    if (mark("place1") + mark("place2") != 3)
        return(RES_ERROR);
    return(RES_NOERR);
}
```

2.2.4 ac_init()-Part

In ac_init() the function pr_net_info() may be called. Before constructing the reachability graph it prints information about the actual model to the output file, in consideration of runtime parameters. The call of function pr_net_info() is optional, thus the ac_init()-part can be empty. Nevertheless it has to exist:

```c
void ac_init() {
}
```

2.2.5 ac_reach()-Part

The ac_reach()-part provides two functions, pr_re_info() and pr_parms(). The first one prints information about the reachability graph after its creation to the output file. Note, that the reachability graph is not built in simulation mode. The second one can be called to print the current parameter values of all parameterized transitions to the output file. Both functions are optional:

```c
void ac_reach() {
}
```

2.2.6 ac_final()-Part

The ac_final()-part is used to specify the desired results of the calculation. The ac_final()-part is evaluated at the end of the computation and can contain the functions solve(), expected(), pr_expected(), pr_value() and a lot more. With these functions combined with the capabilities of the C programming language [20] the user can define the desired results very flexible.
Therefore, the user can for example build his own reward functions [3][1] in C code which have to be defined before they can be called in the \texttt{ac\_final()}\-part (usually as \texttt{global} C function in front of the \texttt{ac\_final()}\-part):

```c
/* declaring own C functions */

double tokens1() {
    return(mark("place1"));
}

double tokens2() {
    return(mark("place2"));
}

double busy1() {
    return((mark("place1")!=0) ? 1 : 0);
}

double empty2() {
    return((mark("place2")==0) ? 1 : 0);
}

/* ac\_final */

void ac\_final() {
    /* local variables */
    int busy2;
    int tokens1_2;
    /* use steady state metrics */
    solve(INFINITY);
    /* declare desired outputs */
    pr\_expected("Average token number in 'place1':", tokens1);
    pr\_expected("Average token number in 'place2':", tokens2);
    tokens1_2 = expected(tokens1) + expected(tokens2);
    pr\_value("Average token number in system:", tokens1_2);
    pr\_expected("Utilization of 'place1':", busy1);
    busy2 = 1 - expected(empty2);
    pr\_value("Utilization of 'place2':", busy2);
}
```

For more information about \texttt{ac\_final()} see section 4.7 or the SPNP user's manual [3].

See section D.1 for the full SPNP-code of this simple example of a Petri net. The SPNP output of this net is shown in section D.2.
2.3 Evaluation Methods

SPNP provides two different solution methods: numerical analysis and simulation. Each of them can be steady-state or transient.

2.3.1 Numerical Analysis

The numerical method is used for Petri nets that fulfill the Markov property \[10][20][26]. In general only GSPNs can be solved this way because the firing times of all transitions are \textit{memoryless} distributed, i.e. it is indistinguishable if work is lost or not if enabled transitions are interrupted, e.g. by a competitive transition. The \textit{clocks} (→ Chap. 2.3.2, P. 9) of interrupted transitions do not have to be considered, because it does not make a difference if the firing time is resampled when the interrupted transition is re-enabled again.

There are different methods, the user can choose for steady-state (Successive Overrelaxation, Gauss-Seidel and Power method) and transient (standard, Fox-Glynn and stiff uniformization) analysis.

The solution techniques is explicitly described in [2].

A numerical solution is planned for FSPNs but is not supported by the current version of SPNP [3].

2.3.2 Discrete Event Simulation

Most Petri nets that do not fulfill the Markov property (→ Chap. 2.3.1, P. 9) cannot be solved analytically. The complete reachability graph is not built and cannot be mapped to a \textit{CTMC} (→ Chap. 2.1.3, P. 4). Therefore, the behavior of the Petri net has to be simulated. This method is recommended as well for very large Markovian Petri nets, whose reachability graph grows huge. In SPNP the simulation method is also used for Markovian and non-Markovian FSPNs.

Due to the fact that we want to use general firing distributions (ESPNs) we have to describe the state of the Petri net not only by its marking, but as well by a continuous vector describing the remaining firing times, i.e. the \textit{clock} of each transition. This extension increases MOSEL-2’s modeling power to the power of \textit{Generalized semi-Markov processes} (GSMP) [33] and cannot be solved analytically in general.

Therefore, in case of a GSMP we have to use (discrete event) simulation [14][5] and consider the \textit{clocks} of all transitions.
The following (simplified) algorithm describes a single simulation run of SPNP\(^1\):

1. initialization:
   - set the simulation clock to zero
   - set the start state/marking of the Petri net
   - define the termination event (e.g. \(SIM\_LENGTH\)\(^\rightarrow\) Chap. 2.2.1, P. 5)

2. determine the set of enabled transitions (goto step 8 if set is empty)

3. determine the firing time of each enabled transition:
   - sample a firing time for each just enabled transition and for
     formerly interrupted transitions with resampling policy PRD
     \(\rightarrow\) Chap. 2.5.1, P. 17
   - continue with clocks for re-enabled transitions with resampling policy
     PRS \(\rightarrow\) Chap. 2.5.3, P. 18
   - restart the clocks of re-enabled transitions with resampling policy PRI
     \(\rightarrow\) Chap. 2.5.2, P. 18

4. find the transition with the shortest remaining clock time (i.e. firing time)
   and increment the simulation clock an all clocks of concurrent PRS transitions
   by this time

5. goto step 8 if the termination event was reached (e.g. simulation clock
   reaches \(SIM\_LENGTH\))

6. compute the new marking obtained by the firing of the transition and the
   marking dependent results

7. continue with step 2

8. end of simulation, provide results

There are also different \textit{speed-up methods} available for SPNP simulation like \textit{importance splitting}\(^{31}\) (RESTART and splitting) or \textit{importance sampling}\(^{32}\) (in implementation). These techniques are aiming on faster evaluation of models including interesting \textit{rare events} by making them occur more often. Without these speed-up techniques the simulation would require a huge simulation length and therefore a very long time.

The theoretical background behind SPNP simulation is described in [5].

\(^{1}\)This algorithm does not pay attention to several efficiency improvements and other methods than SPNP’s regular \textit{discrete event simulation method}. Refer to [5] for details.
2.4 Distributions

The following distributions of transitions are (besides exponential and timeless transitions) supported by SPNP 6.1.2a and – as a result of this thesis – by MOSEL-2 2.0. (See section A.1 for the corresponding syntactical extensions to the MOSEL language.)

In CSPL syntax the first parameter of each distribution is the name of the transition it is assigned to. In the following descriptions, only the other parameters are mentioned that have effect on the distribution.

2.4.1 Beta Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: betval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: BETA
- 2 parameters: \( \alpha > 0, \beta > 0 \)
- density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{1}{B(\alpha, \beta)} x^{\alpha-1}(1 - x)^{\beta-1}, \quad 0 < x < 1; \quad (2.1)
\]

with beta function:

\[
B(\alpha, \beta) = \int_0^1 x^{\alpha-1}(1 - x)^{\beta-1}dx; \quad (2.2)
\]

- possible applications: small damages and damage rates (insurance industry), Bayesian analysis
- information taken from: [3], [21], [22], [23]

2.4.2 Binomial Distribution

- type: discrete
- SPNP keyword: binoval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: BINOM
- 3 parameters: \( t \in \mathbb{N} \) (number of trials), \( 0 \leq p \leq 1 \) (probability), \( s > 0 \) (weighting factor)
• probability function:

\[
P_X(s \cdot x) = \left(\frac{t}{x}\right) p^x (1 - p)^{t-x}, \quad \forall x \in (0, 1, \ldots, t); \tag{2.3}
\]

• possible applications: number of successes in \( t \) Bernoulli trials, number of defective items in a batch of size \( t \), number of items demanded from a inventory

• information taken from: [3], [1]

• note: This distribution does not work properly in SPNP 6.1.2a. See appendix B for details.

2.4.3 Cauchy Distribution

• type: continuous

• SPNP keyword: caulval

• MOSEL-2 keyword: CAUCHY

• 2 parameters: \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R} \) (location), \( \beta > 0 \)

• density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{\beta}{\pi(\beta^2 + (x - \alpha)^2)}, \quad \forall x > 0; \tag{2.4}
\]

• possible applications: pathological cases, good check for robust techniques that are designed to work well under a wide variety of distributional assumptions

• information taken from: [3], [24]

2.4.4 Deterministic Distribution

• type: continuous

• SPNP keyword: detval

• MOSEL-2 keyword: AFTER

• 1 parameter: \( t > 0 \) (delay time)

• density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \delta(x - t), \quad \forall x > 0; \tag{2.5}
\]

• possible applications: processing packets with constant length, processes with constant delay, timeouts in protocols

• information taken from: [3], [25]
2.4.5 Erlang Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: erlval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: ERLANG
- 2 parameters: \( 0 < \mu \) (rate), \( k \in \mathbb{N} \) (number of phases)
- density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{k\mu(k\mu x)^{k-1}}{(k-1)!}e^{-k\mu x}, \quad \forall x > 0;
\]

(2.6)

- possible applications: queuing theory, switching of telephone calls
- information taken from: [3], [10]
- note: This distribution does not work properly in SPNP 6.1.2a. See appendix B for details.

2.4.6 Gamma Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: gamval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: GAMMA
- 2 parameters: \( \alpha > 0 \) (shape), \( \lambda > 0 \) (scale)
- density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{\lambda^\alpha x^{\alpha-1}e^{-\lambda x}}{\Gamma(\alpha)}, \quad \forall x > 0;
\]

(2.7)

with gamma function:

\[
\Gamma(z) = \int_0^\infty t^{z-1}e^{-t}dt, \quad \forall z > 0;
\]

(2.8)

- possible applications: completion time of a job, service time of customer or machine repair, generalized linear models for risk theory, examination of Poisson processes
- information taken from: [3], [1], [21], [23]
2.4.7 Geometric Distribution

- type: discrete
- SPNP keyword: geomval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: GEOM
- 2 parameters: $0 \leq p \leq 1$ (probability), $s > 0$ (weighting factor)
- probability function:

$$P_X(s \cdot x) = p(1-p)^{n-1}, \quad \forall n \in \mathbb{N};$$  \hfill (2.9)

- possible applications: number of failures before first success in a sequence of Bernoulli trials, number of items in a batch of random size, number of cells in a transmitted sequence on a ATM link, fulfills the Markov property
- information taken from: [3], [1], [23]

2.4.8 Hyperexponential Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: hyperval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: HYPER
- 3 parameters: $\mu_1 > 0$ (rate of first stage), $\mu_2 > 0$ (rate of second stage), $0 \leq p \leq 1$ (probability to choose first stage)
- density function:

$$f_X(x) = p\mu_1 e^{-\mu_1 x} + (1-p)\mu_2 e^{-\mu_2 x}, \quad \forall x > 0;$$ \hfill (2.10)

- possible applications: processes that compose several (here two) alternate or parallel service phases with different exponential distributed service time, CPU service time in computer systems, failure density of a product manufactured in two parallel assembly lines, two different classes of packets with different distributed length
- information taken from: [3], [1], [25]
2.4.9 Hypoexponential Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: hypoval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: HYP0
- 4 parameters: $\mu_1 > 0$ (rate of first stage), $\mu_2 > 0$ (rate of second stage), $\mu_3 > 0$ (rate of third stage), $n \in \{2, 3\}$ (number of stages)
- density function ($n = 2$):
  \[
  f_X(x) = \frac{\mu_1 \mu_2}{\mu_1 - \mu_2} (e^{-\mu_2 x} - e^{-\mu_1 x}), \quad \forall \ x > 0; \tag{2.11}
  \]
- density function ($n = 3$):
  \[
  f_X(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \mu_i e^{-\mu_i x} \left( \prod_{j \neq i} \frac{\mu_j}{\mu_j - \mu_i} \right), \quad \forall \ x > 0; \tag{2.12}
  \]
- possible applications: processes that compose several (here two or three) sequential service stages with different exponential distributed service time, service time of I/O operations in computer systems, execution times of programs that are organized into a set of sequential phases
- information taken from: [3], [1], [10]
- note: There is an error in [3]. The order of parameters is not as described on page 27 of the manual.

2.4.10 Lognormal Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: lognormval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: LOGN
- 2 parameters: $\mu > 0$ (location or mean), $\sigma^2 > 0$ (shape)
- density function:
  \[
  f_X(x) = \frac{1}{x \sqrt{2\pi \sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(\ln x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}, \quad \forall \ x > 0; \tag{2.13}
  \]
- possible applications: modeling major losses (insurance industry), modeling failure times in reliability applications
- information taken from: [3], [21], [24]
2.4.11 Normal Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: normal
- MOSEL-2 keyword: NORM
- 2 parameters: \( \mu > 0 \) (location or mean), \( \sigma^2 > 0 \) (shape or variance)
- density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}, \quad \forall x > 0; \tag{2.14}
\]

- possible applications: errors in measurements of various types, central limit theory, life time of a component in its wear out period, many classical statistical tests are based on the assumption that the data follows a normal distribution, used to find significance levels in many hypothesis tests and confidence intervals, in modeling applications (such as linear and non-linear regression) the error term is often assumed to follow a normal distribution, many phenomena are normal distributed (e.g. in financial industry, astronomy, econometrics, biology), Wiener processes

- information taken from: [3], [1], [24], [23]

2.4.12 Pareto Distribution

- type: continuous
- SPNP keyword: parval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: PARETÖ
- 2 parameters: \( \alpha > 0, \beta > 0 \)
- density function:

\[
f_X(x) = \frac{\alpha\beta^\alpha}{(x+\beta)^{\alpha+1}}, \quad \forall x \geq 0; \tag{2.15}
\]

- possible applications: modeling major losses - in particular industrial fires (insurance industry), economic policy, modeling wide area traffic, distribution of file sizes in internet traffic

- information taken from: [3], [21], [27], [28]
2.4.13 Poisson Distribution

- type: discrete
- SPNP keyword: poisval
- MOSEL-2 keyword: POIS
- 2 parameters: lambda > 0 (mean and variance), s > 0 (weighting factor)
- density function:

\[
P_X(s \cdot x) = \frac{\lambda^x}{x!} e^{-\lambda}, \quad \forall n \in \mathbb{N};
\]  

(2.16)

- possible applications: number of events in a time interval when the events are occurring at constant rate, number of jobs arriving at a computer center in an interval, number of queries to a central database, number of new call requests arising in a telephone system in a given interval, analysis of frequency tables, analysis of count data, number of defective items in a big inventory, approximation of binomial distribution

- information taken from: [3], [1], [24], [23]

Other distributions, like the Weibull\(^2\), uniform or negative binomial distribution, are mentioned in the SPNP user’s manual [3], but a test showed, that these are unfortunately not implemented in SPNP version 6.1.2a. See appendix B for details.

2.5 Resampling

As a result of the loss of the Markov property (→ Chap. 2.3.1, P. 9) by using several of the distributions mentioned above, we have now to consider resampling (also called re-enabling) policies for former enabled transitions that were disabled by the firing of a competitive transition or for still enabled transitions whose firing time is affected by the firing of another transition [29][3]. These policies describe how the clocks (→ Chap. 2.3.2, P. 9) of disabled are treated.

SPNP provides the function policy() which has to be located in the net()-part (→ Chap. 2.2.2, P. 6). This function requires two parameters: The first parameter chooses the transition, the policy ought to be assigned to. The second parameter specifies which policy should be used:

2.5.1 Preemptive Repeat Different (PRD)

- keyword: PRD
- explanation: The interrupted job is repeated with a resampled random time. By default transitions obey this policy.

\(^2\)Note that the Weibull distribution can be approximated by an Erlang distribution and modeled using the exponential distribution. See [1] for details.
2.5.2 Preemptive Repeat Identical (PRI)

- keyword: PRI
- explanation: The interrupted job is repeated with an identical firing time.

2.5.3 Preemptive ReSume (PRS)

- keyword: PRS
- explanation: The interrupted job continues with the remaining firing time. This policy is also called *work-conserving*.

The MOSEL-2 syntax of these policies is described in [4] (PRD, PRS) and section A.2 (PRI).
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MOSEL: MOdeling, Specification and Evaluation Language

To explain which enhancements could be done to MOSEL, the MOSEL language will be described in brief at first.

3.1 Introduction to MOSEL

As it is written in [1], MOSEL (MOdeling, Specification and Evaluation Language) is a „powerful modeling language [...] developed at the University of Erlangen, which allows the modeling of complex systems in a very intuitive and simple way. The performance and reliability measures can be specified in a simple manner within the script describing the system. With some experience, it is possible to write down the MOSEL description of a system immediately only by knowing the behavior of the system under study.” Furthermore a complete modeling environment has been developed. It is called MOSEL as well and is able to translate systems described in MOSEL language into the modeling languages of MOSES [29] and SPNP (→ Chap. 2, P. 3). The later version MOSEL-2 [4] is a revised form of MOSEL that also provides translation into Time NET’s [30] modeling language. Nevertheless, the modeling environment MOSEL „does not only translate MOSEL descriptions into the languages appropriate to the different tools, but it also starts the tools automatically, captures the computed results, and presents them in a graphical form.” [1]

3.2 Modeling and Evaluating using MOSEL

System evaluation with MOSEL is done in four major steps. The first three steps have to be done manually. The last step is done rather automatically.
3.2.1 Building the Conceptual Model

When a real system has to be computed, the first step is to simplify and formalize it by abstracting and transforming it into a conceptual model, e.g., into a *queueing network* [20][10], *Markov chain* [20] or *Petri net* (→ Chap. 2.1, P, 3). Of course, this step can be left over for small and uncomplicated systems, the MOSEL model then can be built immediately.

3.2.2 Describing the Conceptual Model as MOSEL Model

As a next step the conceptual model has to be described in MOSEL language. To give an example, the simple Petri net in Figure 2.1 will be described below. For details of MOSEL's modeling language see [1]. Refer to [4] for the changes between MOSEL and MOSEL-2.

The source code containing the model description in MOSEL is stored in an ASCII-file. These files should be suffixed by *.msl* for (older) MOSEL files, *.mos* for MOSEL-2 files, respectively.

Due to the fact that this thesis (finally) extended the abilities of MOSEL-2 – the first changes were made to MOSEL and had to be discarded later – we will stick to MOSEL-2 syntax. You can find the complete MOSEL-2 code of this example in section D.3.

As a simple example the Petri net of Figure 2.1 will be described in MOSEL-2 language now. Note that the distributions will be chosen quite similar \(^{1}\) to section 2.2.2.

A MOSEL-2 model description is divided in five parts. Some of them, for example the first (constant part) and the last (picture part), are optional.

**Constant and Parameter Part**

At the beginning the constants and parameters should be defined that will be used later. By doing this, the model can easily modified anytime. Note that in MOSEL-2 no variables can be declared as it could be done in MOSEL \(^{2}\).

```
CONST rate := 4; /* rate of first transition/rule */
CONST delay := 0.5; /* delay of second transition/rule */
CONST tokens := 3; /* number of tokens/jobs in closed system */
CONST init1 := 2; /* initial number of tokens in first place/node */
CONST init2 := tokens-init1; /* initial number of tokens in 2nd node */
```

\(^{1}\)Now, we will choose a firing rate equal „4“ for the exponential distributed transition and a firing delay of „0.5“ for the deterministic transition.

\(^{2}\)See [4] for all differences between MOSEL and MOSEL-2.
Node Part

In the Node Part the static components of the net are described. MOSEL’s basic modeling primitive is called node. These nodes can contain a integer number of jobs (tokens). The maximum number of jobs a node can contain is called capacity of this node. The start state of the system is defined by giving the initial number of jobs for each node. Using the assert directive, illegal system states can be specified:

```
NODE place1[tokens] := init1; /* introduce ‘place1’ with max. ‘tokens’
tokens and ‘init1’ initial tokens */
NODE place2[tokens] := init2; /* introduce ‘place2’ with max. ‘tokens’
tokens and ‘init2’ initial tokens */
ASSERT place1 + place2 = tokens; /* the number of tokens in the system 
always has to be ‘tokens’ */
```

Rule Part

The Rule Part describes the dynamic behaviour of the system. In MOSEL/MOSEL-2 the transitions are called rules.

```
FROM place1 TO place2 RATE rate; /* exp. distr. transition from ‘place1’
to ‘place2’ with parameter ‘rate’ */
FROM place2 TO place1 AFTER delay; /* determ. distr. transit. f. ‘place2’
to ‘place1’ w. parameter ‘delay’ */
```

However, a full MOSEL-2 rule may consist of seven different parts (or even multiple of these):

```
IF (cond) /* condition part */
   FROM place1 /* from part */
   TO place2 /* to part */
   RATE rate /* timing part */
   WEIGHT weight /* branching probability */
   Prio priority /* priority */
   PRD /* resampling policy */
;
```

For a description of these rule elements see [4].
Result Part

The desired results of the evaluation can be specified in the Result Part.

```
PRINT avg_no_of_tokens_in_place1 := MEAN(place1);
PRINT avg_no_of_tokens_in_place2 := MEAN(place2);
PRINT usage_of_place1 := PROB(place1 != 0);
PRINT usage_of_place2 := PROB(place2 != 0);
PRINT DIST place1;
```

Picture Part

Within the Picture Part the optional IGL (Intermediate Graphic Language by Helmut Herold [1]) output can be justified. This textual output can be interpreted by the IGL interpreter, which is part of the MOSEL-2 modeling environment. Unfortunately the abilities of MOSEL-2 to specify IGL output is quite restricted compared to MOSEL.

```
PICTURE "token distribution of place1"
CURVE DIST place1
```

3.2.3 Invoking the MOSEL-2 Modeling Environment

We will now evaluate the just described simple DSPN by using the MOSEL-2 Modeling Environment[4] with options appropriate to let MOSEL-2 start the SPNP tool after it has created the CSPL model. To obtain all possible command line options that are supported by mosel refer to [4] or call MOSEL with option ",h".

We can evaluate the MOSEL-2 model above by calling MOSEL-2 from a shell using this command line:

```
mosel2 -csk -o +SIMULATION -o SIM_LENGTH=100 -o SIM_RUNS=1000 trivialPN.mos
```

Explanation:

- `mosel2` : The first argument is always the program name itself, of course.
- `-csk` : Combination of three different options that can also be written separately:
  - `-c` : This option tells MOSEL-2 to translate the model into CSPL language.
  - `-s` : This option tells MOSEL-2 to start the appropriate tool (SPNP in this case because of the `-c` option) to evaluate the model after the model translation.
  - `-k` : Keep all files, that were produced by MOSEL-2 and the called tool. Normally all generated files – naturally except for the final result files – are deleted after the computation.
- \( \texttt{-o} \): After this delimiter, you can pass options directly to the selected tool, here SPNP. Possible simulation specific options are shown in table 3.1 on page 25\(^2\), all other supported SPNP options are listed in [4] and described in [3]. For this example we use:
- \( \texttt{+SIMULATION} \): Activates SPNP simulation mode.
- \( \texttt{SIM\_LENGTH=100} \): Declaration of the simulation length, i.e. the time to run for each simulation iteration. We choose a length of 100 simulation time units. The default would be a length of 1000.
- \( \texttt{SIM\_RUNS=1000} \): Number of simulation runs to obtain the desired accuracy. We choose 1000 runs. This would also be the default.
- \( \texttt{trivialPN.mos} \): The name of the MOSEL-2 model description file that has to be evaluated. The output files that will be generated will have the same filename, but certainly with another suffix (→ Chap. 3.2.4, P. 23).

### 3.2.4 MOSEL-2 working

After MOSEL-2 is called properly, it automatically performs the following steps (assuming the command line above):

- **parsing command line options**: To know, which input file should be evaluated and with which tool, at first the command line is parsed.

- **parsing input file**: The input file (\( \texttt{trivialPN.mos} \)) is parsed and checked. All model data is collected in an internal data structure.

- **translating input file**: The just created data structure is used to build a model description in the appropriate language. In our case, the CSPL file \( \texttt{trivialPN.c} \) will be created (→ Chap. D.4, P. 71).

- **calling appropriate tool**: MOSEL-2 will then call \( \texttt{spnp trivialPN} \). SPNP does all necessary computations and writes its result in a file called \( \texttt{trivialPN.out} \) (→ Chap. D.6, P. 74). Besides \( \texttt{trivialPN.out} \) SPNP creates the three output files \( \texttt{trivialPN.o} \) (binary produced by compiling \( \texttt{trivialPN.c} \)), \( \texttt{trivialPN.spn} \) (binary executable produced by linking \( \texttt{trivialPN.o} \) together with the SPNP object files) and \( \texttt{trivialPN.log} \) (contains all SPNP messages produced by SPNP during model solution) (→ Chap. D.5, P. 73)\(^4\).

- **parsing tool output**: As long as no error occurs MOSEL-2 will now parse \( \texttt{trivialPN.out} \) and collect the results produced by the SPNP analysis in an internal, tool independent data structure.

- **writing output files**: Out of this new data structure MOSEL-2 will finally build the two output files \( \texttt{trivialPN.out} \) (readable textual result file) (→ Chap. D.7, P. 74) and

\(^{2}\)Information is taken from [3]. Due to a fatal type setting error within that manual ([3], page 51, table 7.3), the default values had to be excerpted from the postscript version’s source of the manual. However, some of the default values are changed by MOSEL-2 so that they differ from the SPNP defaults.

\(^{4}\)Remember that all intermediate files are only kept, when option \( \texttt{-k} \) is set.
trivialPN.igl (intermediate graphic language file that can be interpreted by the IGL interpreter [1]) (→ Chap. D.8, P. 75).

3.3 Restrictions of (old) MOSEL

In the example above we used constructs, like SPNP simulation and deterministic firing distribution, that were not implemented in MOSEL yet. Deterministic (and uniform) firing distribution can be evaluated by MOSEL-2 version 1.0 [4], but not until this thesis, all distributions described in section 2.4 can be computed with MOSEL-2 by using SPNP simulation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIMULATION</td>
<td>yes, no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Mandatory for using SPNP simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.LENGTH</td>
<td>non-negative double</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Specifies the time to run for each iteration (in regular discrete event simulation mode) or the length of the batches (Batch means). Option is ignored in regenerative simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.RUNS</td>
<td>non-negative int</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Upper bound for the number of simulation runs (in regular discrete event simulation mode) or number of batches (Batch means). If this option is set to zero, SPNP runs until SIM.ERROR is reached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.ERROR</td>
<td>non-negative double, between 0.0 and 1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>SPNP will run until this error precision is reached, unless SIM.RUNS is specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.CUMULATIVE</td>
<td>yes, no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>If set to yes, the data will be collected as time averages from zero to SIM.LENGTH. Otherwise point-of-time estimates will be computed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.CONFIDENCE</td>
<td>non-negative double, currently only: 0.90, 0.95 or 0.99</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>Specifies the desired confidence when computing the confidence intervals. (These are not shown in the MOSEL-2 output.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM.SEED</td>
<td>non-negative int</td>
<td>52836</td>
<td>Allows to change the seed of the random generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM_STD_REPORT</td>
<td>yes, no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>If set to yes, SPNP will print a standard report to its output file. This report contains the four standard measures: utilization of each place, average number of tokens in each place, probability that a transition is enabled, throughput of a transition. The report is not parsed by MOSEL-2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM_RUNMETHOD</td>
<td>VAL_REPL, VAL_BATCH, VAL_RESTART, VAL_SPLIT</td>
<td>VAL_REPL</td>
<td>Default is using the standard discrete event simulation with independent replications. For more information about the other simulation methods and their specific options see [3].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: SPNP Simulation Options
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Changes to MOSEL-2

In this chapter the most important steps to obtain MOSEL-2 version 2.0 will be described in brief. You can find all changed code lines\(^1\) in their context in the appendix (→ Chap. C, P. 47).

4.1 Command Line Parameters

The first problem occurs while trying to enhance MOSEL-2 to pass SPNP simulation options (→ Table 3.1, P. 25), that were specified on the command line, to the CSPL file. The options are denied by MOSEL-2 as „invalid CSPL options“. After we introduce the CSPL simulation options into MOSEL-2 (→ Chap. C.2, P. 47) the options will be recognized properly and printed to the CSPL \textit{option(...)}-part. MOSEL-2 is now able to use SPNP in simulation mode and SPNP provides correct results.

4.2 Result Parser

Unfortunately the results provided by SPNP cannot be parsed by MOSEL-2 yet. The problem is located in the result parser. The result parser does only then parse the results, if a variable called „shot“ does not have the value „-1“. This is always the case in simulation mode. So MOSEL-2 has to be told, that it is allowed to parse results that are obtained by SPNP simulation even if „shot“ is negative (→ Chap. C.26, P. 67). After that we are able to simulate GSPNs with MOSEL-2 and SPNP.

At that time it emerges for the first time, that there will be a problem with simulating MOSEL-2 DIST constructs. Due to the fact that this seems not to be a trivial problem, we will put that problem on hold (→ Chap. 4.7, P. 30).

Thereafter further small changes to the result parser have to be committed to provide the MOSEL-2 output with a simulation specific header (→ Chap. C.25, P. 66).

\(^1\)First work has been done to the (old) MOSEL version by Helmut Herold [1]. Most of this changes had to be discarded after the introduction of Björn Beutel’s MOSEL-2 [4] and therefore are not described in this thesis.
4.3 Introducing new Distributions

This step is the most intricate one. It has to be done in several sub-steps:

4.3.1 Incrementing Number of Parameters

At first the number of distribution parameters per distribution has to be increased. MOSEL-2 version 1.0 supported three parameters maximal (discrete uniform distribution with its three parameters: start, end and step [4]). However the hypoexponential distribution will need four parameters (→ Chap. 2.4.9, P. 15).

Fortunately there are only a few places, where we have to change this:

- **Central Storage for Model Data:** The constant DIST\_PARAM\_MAX has to be incremented (→ Chap. C.20, P. 62).

- **Model Parser:** We have to introduce the new parameter for function set\_distrib() and also copy that new parameter to the data structure rule (→ Chap. C.21, P. 62) within this function. Furthermore we have to introduce the fourth parameter with value NULL also to all set\_distrib() calls of already existent distributions (→ Chap. C.23, P. 65).

4.3.2 Enabling Solving of DSPNs by SPNP Simulation

Still we are only able to simulate GSPNs. As a next step we will make the deterministic distribution that is already existent in MOSEL-2 available to the SPNP simulation component.

Due to the fact, that non-GSPN-distributions can only be evaluated by SPNP if it works in simulation mode, we have to differ between the SPNP modes within MOSEL. The two modes are introduced (→ Chap. C.5, P. 48) and selected (→ Chap. C.3, P. 47) by the command line parser. The default method is of course „not simulated“ (→ Chap. C.4, P. 48).

Then we have to prevent MOSEL-2 from blocking the usage of DSPNs with SPNP simulation. This can be done in the main module (→ Chap. C.12, P. 57).

Finally we have to provide the MOSEL-2 CSPL generator with the ability to model deterministic distributed transitions in CSPL (→ Chap. C.8, P. 52) and their parameter functions if necessary (→ Chap. C.6, P. 48).

After that, we are able to evaluate DSPNs with MOSEL-2 using SPNP simulation.

4.3.3 Introducing new ESPN distributions to MOSEL-2

Now we have to introduce new keywords for the MOSEL-2 language with that a user will be able to specify the new distributions. This is done in the model parser (→ Chap. C.22, P. 65) and in the lexical scanner (→ Chap. C.27, P. 67).

Then the new distribution types have to be introduced to the central data storage (→ Chap. C.18, P. 62) as well as the property types (→ Chap. C.17, P. 61) that will be set, if a specific distribution is used (→ Chap. C.14, P. 59).
After that, each new distribution has to attend the following process:

- extending the model parser by introducing the code for recognizing the new distribution in the MOSEL-2 input file, parsing its parameters and sending them to function \texttt{set\_distrib()} \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.23, P. 65})\)
- extending \texttt{set\_distrib()} by adding appropriate parameter checks for the new distribution \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.21, P. 62})\)
- let the CSPL generator produce proper parameter functions \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.6, P. 48})\)
- provide the CSPL generator with the ability to produce transitions with the new distribution and the corresponding parameters \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.8, P. 52})\)
- testing the new distribution with a small MOSEL-2 test file (yet without job distribution measurements)

When this is done, MOSEL-2 will be able to evaluate different ESPNs, but there are still things to do.

### 4.4 Providing Resampling Policy PRI

To introduce the new\(^2\) resampling policy PRI into MOSEL-2, at first the keyword has to be announced to the lexical scanner \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.27, P. 67})\) and to the parser \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.22, P. 65})\). The new policy type has to be defined in the central data storage \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.19, P. 62})\). The parser has to be prepared to recognize the keyword and set the appropriate policy type \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.23, P. 65})\). The CSPL generator finally has to be made capable of writing PRI-policies \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.9, P. 54})\).

### 4.5 Blocking new Constructs from normal SPNP mode and other Tools

All blocking is done in the main module. Concerning SPNP, DSPNs and ESPNs only have to be blocked, if SPNP is in „normal“ (not simulating) mode \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.12, P. 57})\). We do not need to block re-enabling policies from SPNP.

Concerning MOSES we have to block all models with new distributions \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.11, P. 57})\). Re-enabling policies were blocked from MOSES since MOSEL-2 version 1.0. We have nothing to do here.

The new distributions can neither be used with TimeNET \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.13, P. 58})\). Nevertheless, the re-enabling policies can be used except the PRI policy. To enable the evaluation of models containing the policy PRI anyway without having to rewrite it, PRI is replaced by the default policy PRD. An adequate warning is displayed \((\rightarrow \text{Chap. C.28, P. 67})\).

\(^2\)The resampling policies PRD and PRS are already defined in MOSEL-2
4.6 Updating Model Dumping Function

MOSEL-2 provides the option -d for dumping the just parsed model data to standard output. This is only used for debugging. Nevertheless, the code of the dumping function has to be suitably completed (→ Chap. C.15, P. 59).

4.7 Handling of DIST

A somewhat tricky problem is the handling of the MOSEL-2 job distributions (DIST). These are realized in MOSEL and MOSEL-2 version 1.0 by using global variables in CSPL to have influence on the reward functions while model evaluation:

Example:
A \textbf{PRINT DIST place} in MOSEL-2 is translated to the following CSPL-constructs:

```c
[..]
051: char *dist_node;
052: int dist_i;
053:
054: double dist_func_ (void)
055: {
056:  return (mark (dist_node_)== dist_i_ ? 1.0 : 0.0);
057: }
058:
059: void print_dist_ (char *node, int capacity)
060: {
061:  char text[200];
062:
063:  dist_node_ = node;
064:  for (dist_i_ = 0; dist_i_ <= capacity; dist_i_++)
065:  {
066:    sprintf (text, "DIST_ %s %d", node, dist_i_);
067:    pr_value (text, expected (dist_func_));
068:  }
069: }
[..]
083: void ac_final (void)
084: {
[..]
089: print_dist_ ("place", 3);
090: }
```

Explanation:
In „normal“ SPNP mode, i.e. SPNP is using analytic-numeric methods, not discrete event simulation, \textbf{ac_final()} is called only once\(^3\) after the creation of the Markov Reward Model (MRM). With the help of the MRM the model is fully determined and every desired result can be computed out of it. By the time \textbf{ac_final()} is called, \textbf{print_dist()} will initialize the first global variable \textbf{char *dist_node_} with the nodes name „place” and by run-

\(^3\)This can be easily proved by using a simple \textbf{fprintf()} within \textbf{ac_final()}.  
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ning into its loop (line 064) the second global variable \texttt{int dist} will be set to „0” first. Within this loop \texttt{expected (dist}} \texttt{func}) is called (line 067) to obtain the desired results\textsuperscript{5} from the marking dependent function \texttt{dist} \texttt{func} () (line 064) which will at this time return \texttt{mark ("place")} = 0 \ ? 1.0 : 0.0. The next iteration of the for-loop provides us with the mean value of the function \texttt{mark ("place")} = 1 \ ? 1.0 : 0.0 and so on until the for-loop reaches the capacity of the current node, „3” in our case.

So this works quite fine and supplies the user with correct results\textsuperscript{6}:

| VALUE: DIST_ place 0 = 0.533333333333 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 1 = 0.266666666667 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 2 = 0.133333333333 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 3 = 0.066666666667 |

Unfortunately this will not work in SPNP simulation mode, as the following „results” demonstrate\textsuperscript{7}:

| VALUE: DIST_ place 0 = 0 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 1 = 0 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 2 = 0 |
| VALUE: DIST_ place 3 = 0 |

Providing \texttt{ac_final()} with a \texttt{printf()} debug output, it can be observed, that the debug output appears twice while simulating the CSPL model with SPNP. The first output appears shortly after the tool is started, independent from the choice of the parameters \texttt{IOP__SIM__RUNS} and \texttt{FOP__SIM__LENGTH}. The second output shows up shortly before SPNP is finished.

So in simulation mode \texttt{ac_final()} is called twice: The first time before the start of the actual discrete event simulation to „collect” the functions, that have to be evaluated during simulation, the second time after the discrete event simulation has finished to present the results.

In other words: The simulation does neither construct the whole state space nor memorizes all states that where reached. The reachability graph is not built. So each computation has to be done for each single state when it is reached. Therefore, it must be known which results are desired, before the discrete event simulation starts. This is done by noting the marking dependent reward functions specified in each \texttt{expected()} or similar function.

The consequences: The global variables are useless, because for each reward function only the last combination of global variables is memorized after the first run of \texttt{ac_final()}. But this combination of global variables is not even a valid one. For example the global variable \texttt{dist} \texttt{i} introduced above, is during simulation not even „3” as you would expect but „4”, because the break condition of the for-loop („> 3”) has to be fulfilled before the simulation can start. So the simulation will not create a single useful result.

\textsuperscript{4} \texttt{int dist} \texttt{i} is meant as the current number of jobs in the node.

\textsuperscript{5} \texttt{expected()} computes the mean of the return values of the (mandatory parameterless) function that was given as parameter. The mean is calculated referring to the whole state space of the MRM.

\textsuperscript{6} This is a snapshot of the SPNP output. Blank lines were deleted.

\textsuperscript{7} The same CSPL file was used. Only the simulation options \texttt{iop(IOP__SIMULATION, VAL\_YES), iop(IOP\_SIM\_RUNS, 1000)} and \texttt{fopt(FOP\_SIM\_LENGTH, 100)} were set.
The workaround: Due to the fact, that global variables cannot be used in simulation mode to emulate multiple reward functions by one, we have to build one reward function (and a appropriate `expected()`-call to it) for each possible combination of global variables. This is done by the CSPL generator in MOSEL-2.0 (→ Chap. C.10, P. 54).

The simulation will now produce reasonable results:

```plaintext
| VALUE: DIST. place 0 | 0.512 |
| VALUE: DIST. place 1 | 0.284 |
| VALUE: DIST. place 2 | 0.127 |
| VALUE: DIST. place 3 | 0.077 |
```

The CSPL file shows this constructs now:

```plaintext
[..]
056: double dist_func_sim_place_0_ (void)
057: {
058:  return (mark ("place") == 0 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
059: }
060:
061: double dist_func_sim_place_1_ (void)
062: {
063:  return (mark ("place") == 1 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
064: }
065:
066: double dist_func_sim_place_2_ (void)
067: {
068:  return (mark ("place") == 2 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
069: }
070:
071: double dist_func_sim_place_3_ (void)
072: {
073:  return (mark ("place") == 3 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
074: }
075:
076: void print_dist_ (char *node, int capacity)
077: {
078: 
079:  if ( strcmp (node, "place") == 0 )
080:  {
081:   pr_value ("DIST. place 0", expected (dist_func_sim_place_0_));
082:   pr_value ("DIST. place 1", expected (dist_func_sim_place_1_));
083:   pr_value ("DIST. place 2", expected (dist_func_sim_place_2_));
084:   pr_value ("DIST. place 3", expected (dist_func_sim_place_3_));
085:  }
086:
087: }
[..]
108: void ac_final (void)
109: {
[..]
114: print_dist_ ("place", 3);
115:
```

32
Of course this method has a big disadvantage: The CSPL-file grows huge\(^8\) when job distributions of many places with large capacity are computed. Therefore, this method is only used in simulation mode. Although the new method would produce correct results even in numerical analysis, the more compact method including global variables is used there.

### 4.8 Setting Simulation Option Defaults

To provide more user-friendliness we will set some SPNP simulation options by default if they were not given by the user at command line. The new defaults are shown in table 3.1 on page 25. They are set by the CSPL generator (→ Chap. C.7, P. 52).

\(^8\)An estimation is given in section 5.2.
Chapter 5

Testing of MOSEL-2 2.0

In this chapter we will use the simple Petri net of Figure 2.1 to perform some MOSEL-2 functionality, correctness, performance and memory usage testing.

5.1 Testing all new Distributions and Results

At first we will test, if all distributions are working and if their simulation provides reasonable results. Therefore, the second transition of the simple tandem Petri net introduced above (Figure 2.1) will be substituted by all possible distributions (→ Chap. 2.4, P. 11) successively. See section D.3 for a example using exponential (rate=4) and deterministic firing distribution. The deterministic transition will be substituted with the particular distribution out of section 2.4.

The hence emerging versions of the ESPN system are then computed using the new MOSEL-2 modeling environment in SPNP simulation mode. Afterwards some results are compared with the results provided by other solution methods, e.g. MOSEL-2 using the numerical analysis of SPNP or TimeNET:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Results¹</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>BETA (1.2, 3.8)</td>
<td>1.513</td>
<td>1.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial¹</td>
<td>BINOM (10, 0.5, 1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy</td>
<td>CAUCHY (0.2, 0.01)</td>
<td>1.566</td>
<td>1.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>AFTER 0.25</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erlang²</td>
<td>ERLANG (10, 2)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>RATE 4</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>GAMMA (2, 6)</td>
<td>1.503</td>
<td>1.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>GEOM (0.4, 0.1)</td>
<td>1.525</td>
<td>1.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperexponential²</td>
<td>HYPER (3.5, 4.8, 0.55)</td>
<td>1.493</td>
<td>1.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoexponential²</td>
<td>HYPO (7.8, 7.8, 1, 2)</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>1.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>LOGN (0.25, 1.6)</td>
<td>1.508</td>
<td>1.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>NORM (0.25, 0.01)</td>
<td>1.483</td>
<td>1.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pareto</td>
<td>PARETO (0.2, 5.5)</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>1.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>POIS (0.25, 1)</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result symbols:

$k_1$: average number of jobs (i.e. tokens) in first node (i.e. place)

$k_2$: average number of jobs in second node

$\rho_1$: utilization of first node

$\rho_2$: utilization of second node

5.2 Testing MOSEL-2 Performance and Memory Requirements

5.2.1 Testing Conditions

All performance test were made using the i606 PC faul06o.informatik.uni-erlangen.de with i386-Linux (kernel 2.4.21), Intel® Pentium® 4 CPU (2392.326 MHz, 4771.02 BogoMips⁷) and 506004 kB RAM.

The timing tests were done with time(1). The memory usage was estimated using mempeak⁸ which was slightly adjusted to provide a faster sampling rate.

¹MOSEL-2 using SPNP simulation (SIM.RUNS=10000, SIM.LENGTH=1000).
²This distribution does not work properly due to a bug in SPNP 6.1.2a. See appendix B for details.
³Note that there is an error in [3]. The order of parameters is not as it is described in the manual (p.27).
⁴Results provided by SPNP using numerical analysis.
⁵Results provided by TimeNET using continuous time stationary analysis.
⁶Results provided by SPNP simulation using equivalent hypoexponential distribution.
⁷"The number of million times per second a processor can do absolutely nothing" (quoted from the internet, http://www.hobby.nl/~clifton/bogomips-2.html, 19.06.03, origin unknown)
⁸http://www.rninet.de/darkstar/mempeak.html, 12.06.03
The small MOSEL-2 model description described in appendix D.9 was tested.

### 5.2.2 Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eval. Method</th>
<th>Model Modifications</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Times$^1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RAM$^2$</td>
<td>harddisk$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>15,68k, 215,74k</td>
<td>1815, 5,355,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000$^2$</td>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>15,68k, 244,16k</td>
<td>1946, 53,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 2000/1000$^2$</td>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>15,68k, 238,08k</td>
<td>1946, 53,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/2000$^2$</td>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>15,68k, 231,40k</td>
<td>1946, 53,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeNET analysis</td>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>15,68k, 25272k</td>
<td>977, 768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>3 jobs, one DIST measure</td>
<td>15,68k, 200,88k</td>
<td>2477, 540,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000</td>
<td>3 jobs, one DIST measure</td>
<td>15,68k, 218,12k</td>
<td>32,37, 54,1042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>3 jobs, two DIST measures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25,06, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000</td>
<td>3 jobs, two DIST measures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>430,8, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>30 jobs, no DIST measures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180,2, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000</td>
<td>30 jobs, no DIST measures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>195,1, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>30 jobs, one DIST measure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>248,3, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000</td>
<td>30 jobs, one DIST measure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>97,6, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP analysis</td>
<td>30 jobs, two DIST measures</td>
<td>15,68k, 239,64</td>
<td>25,13, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNP simulation 1000/1000</td>
<td>30 jobs, two DIST measures</td>
<td>15,68k, 238,16</td>
<td>17,366, -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The table shows the average results of five test runs.)

$^1$in seconds

$^2$ memory usage of MOSEL in bytes, sum of memory usage in bytes of the tool called by MOSEL and of subprocesses called by this tool (note that this is only an upper bound for the maximal memory that is used at the same time but should stand for drawing comparisons)

$^3$size of tool specific model description file (*.c, *.TN) in bytes, sum of size in bytes of all intermediate files produced by the tool called by MOSEL

$^4$3 jobs in system, no DIST measures

$^5$number of runs / simulation length

$^6$data not collected (not of interest)
5.2.3 Test Conclusion

The following facts could be derived from the test results:

- The memory usage of MOSEL is independent from the system size.
- The number of jobs does not (yet) have a remarkable effect on the memory used by the evaluating tool, neither in analysis nor in simulation mode.
- A MOSEL model description (in this test: 570 bytes) is much more compact than a CSPL model description (in this test: 1815 to 17365 bytes).
- Using MOSEL with SPNP analysis, DIST measures do not result in a significant enlargement of the CSPL model which is the result of the ability to use global variables (→ Chap. 4.7, P. 30).
- Using DIST measures with MOSEL and SPNP simulation, the filesize $S$ of the generated CSPL model description file is approximately:

$$S \approx ((J + 1) \cdot N \cdot 236 \text{ bytes}) + (N \cdot 124 \text{ bytes}) + 346 \text{ bytes} + A$$

(5.1)

with:

$N$ : number of nodes, whose job distributions have to be computed,

$J$ : maximal number of jobs in the system, i.e. capacity of each node,

$A$ : size (in bytes) of CSPL model description without DIST measures and simulation constructs (this example: 1820 bytes),

236 bytes : marking dependent reward functions and `expected()` calls,

124 bytes : `print_dist()` calls and node specific `print_dist()` parts,

346 bytes : size of standard simulation options (131 bytes) plus DIST measures framework (215 bytes).

- Therefore, DIST measures should be used wisely when simulation large Petri nets with a lot of tokens/jobs.
- The duration of the simulation depends on the simulation length and on the number of simulation runs likewise.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

As we have seen, MOSEL-2 is now able to evaluate not only (extended) deterministic stochastic Petri nets (eDSPNs) but finally a lot of extended stochastic Petri nets (ESPNs) by introducing twelve new distribution types. So MOSEL-2’s modeling power is increased substantially from Markov chains to Generalized semi-Markov processes.

A lot of time and work was invested to obtain this goal, whereupon I must say that the pure implementation of the new constructs was not the biggest problem. I had to spend a lot of time with getting along with the SPNP user’s manual [3] which is quite faulty and inconsistent and with bugs and restrictions of SPNP 6.1.2.a. A lot of work also has been done to old MOSEL. Most of this work had to be discarded after I was told to work on the new MOSEL-2 version introduced by Björn Beutel in January 2003. Unfortunately at that time MOSEL-2 was not a completely worked out, final version, so I had to merge my own changes to the constantly appearing new versions of MOSEL-2 several times, and sometimes I had to wonder, if bugs that occurred where my fault or where based on the incomplete MOSEL-2 source.

As a result of the final lack of time I unfortunately could test neither SPNP’s special methods for the simulation of rare events, i.e. importance splitting / sampling nor its ability to evaluate FSPNs, nor check their suitability for the MOSEL language properly. So this will have to be done in future work.

Another useful thing, that can be done, is the introduction of distributions, that will (perhaps) be supported by oncoming SPNP versions. With the information provided by this thesis, this should be no huge problem. It might even make sense to step back to SPNP version 6.1 that seems to support more distributions and seems to be less buggy than version 6.1.2a.

Further on some limitations of MOSEL-2 attracted my attention that were not present in old MOSEL. Above all there are some restrictions to the picture part that are quite shortening its mightiness:

- **LIST**: *LIST* is no longer supported by MOSEL-2. So the user is not able to specify single values to be printed as bar graph.

- **DIST**: In MOSEL-2 only a single nodes distribution can be printed as one graph into one diagram.
• **RESULT DIST**: There is no *RESULT DIST* in MOSEL-2. So job distributions can only be calculated if they are printed.

Perhaps anyone can make this MOSEL features also accessible to MOSEL-2.

Nevertheless I finally have to say that Björn has done a great work, and so has Helmut Herold, the inventor of MOSEL.
Appendix A

MOSEL-2 Language Extensions

A.1 Distributions

As you can read in [4], the rules in MOSEL-2 consist of several rule parts. Following new rule parts were introduced to handle further distributions of firing times. All following rule parts may only occur once in a rule definition. For a description of these distributions see (→ Chap. 2.4, P. 11).

• **BETA part**

  \[
  \text{rule-part ::= "BETA" "\{" alpha "," beta "\}" .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{alpha ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{beta ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  This part states that the rule has beta distributed firing time after enabling.

• **BINO part**

  \[
  \text{rule-part ::= "BINO" "\{" number_of_trials "," probability "," weighting "\}" .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{number of trials ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{probability ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{weighting ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  This part states that the rule has binomial distributed firing time after enabling.

• **CAU part**

  \[
  \text{rule-part ::= "CAU" "\{" alpha "," beta "\}" .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{alpha ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  \[
  \text{beta ::= const-expr .}
  \]

  This part states that the rule has Cauchy distributed firing time after enabling.
• ERLANG part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"ERLANG\" (" rate "," number_of_phases ")}. \\
\text{rate} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{number of phases} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has Erlang distributed firing time after enabling.

• GAM part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"GAM\" (" alpha "," lambda ")}. \\
\text{alpha} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{lambda} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has gamma distributed firing time after enabling.

• GEOM part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"GEOM\" (" probability "," weighting ")}. \\
\text{probability} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{weighting} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has geometric distributed firing time after enabling.

• HYPER part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"HYPER\" (" rate "," rate "," probability ")}. \\
\text{rate} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{probability} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has hyperexponential distributed firing time after enabling.

• HYPO part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"HYPO\" (" rate "," rate "," rate "," number_of_stages ")}. \\
\text{rate} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{number of stages} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has hypoexponential distributed firing time after enabling.

• LOGN part

\[
\text{rule-part} ::= \text{"LOGN\" (" location "," shape ")}. \\
\text{location} ::= \text{const-expr} . \\
\text{shape} ::= \text{const-expr} .
\]

This part states that the rule has lognormal distributed firing time after enabling.
• NORM part

\[
\text{rule-part ::= “NORM” (“ location “, “ shape “).}
\]

\[
\text{location ::= const-expr.}
\]

\[
\text{shape ::= const-expr.}
\]

This part states that the rule has normal distributed firing time after enabling.

• PARETO part

\[
\text{rule-part ::= “PARETO” (“ alpha “, “ beta “).}
\]

\[
\text{alpha ::= const-expr.}
\]

\[
\text{beta ::= const-expr.}
\]

This part states that the rule has Pareto distributed firing time after enabling.

• POIS part

\[
\text{rule-part ::= “POIS” (“ mean “, “ weighting “).}
\]

\[
\text{mean ::= const-expr.}
\]

\[
\text{weighting ::= const-expr.}
\]

This part states that the rule has Poisson distributed firing time after enabling.

A.2 Resampling Policies

Furthermore the policy keywords had to be extended. Besides “PRD” and “PRS” we are now able to use

\[
\text{rule-part ::= “PRI” .}
\]

under SPNP simulation.
Appendix B

Non-working SPNP Distributions

B.1 Uniform Distribution

Simulating a CSPL testfile containing the line:

```
unifval("timedtrans_1 ", 5, 15);
```

using SPNP 6.1.2a, the following error is produced:

```
ERROR: Distribution not implemented yet
EXIT: Internal error, please contact the developers
```

B.2 Weibull Distribution

Simulating a CSPL testfile containing the line:

```
weibval("timedtrans_1 ", 5, 15);
```

using SPNP 6.1.2a, the following error is produced:

```
ERROR: Distribution not implemented yet
EXIT: Internal error, please contact the developers
```

B.3 Negative Binomial Distribution

Simulating a CSPL testfile containing the line:

```
negbval("timedtrans_1 ", 5, 15, 20);
```
using SPNP 6.1.2a, the following error is produced:

```
undefined reference to 'negbval'
```

### B.4 Binomial Distribution

Binomial distributed transitions always behave like immediate transitions regardless of which parameters were given. This is a problem of SPNP 6.1.2a and is independent from MOSEL-2. Using the GNU debugger `gdb` the problem can be traced back to a function called `get_random_sample()` in SPNP 6.1.2a (file sim.c, line 732). After this function is called with appropriate parameters for binomial distributions, e.g. `(type=DIS_BIN, val1=10, val2=0.5, val3=1, val4=0)`, it calls function `binomial()` (file randfunction.c, line 463) with parameters `(n=0, p=0.5)`. Because of `n=0`, and not `n=10` as it should be, this function always returns the value 0. Only if we set the parameter `n` to 10 manually by using `gdb`-features, we will get reasonable results from function `binomial()` (e.g. the values 5, 4, 5, 4, 3 while testing).

Unfortunately this bug could neither be verified by rummaging in the source code of SPNP nor be fixed there, because the code was not available.

### B.5 Erlang Distribution

Like binomial distributed transitions also Erlang distributed transitions always behave like immediate transitions. This is a further problem of SPNP 6.1.2a.

Analog to the binomial distribution, it can be shown, that the function `get_random_sample()` is called correctly with the parameters `(type=DIS_ERL, val1=10, val2=2, val3=0, val4=0)` but calls function `erlang()` with wrong parameters `(u=10, k=0)`. If we are setting `k=2` manually, we get reasonable results.

Fortunately HYPO(val1, val1, 1, 2) is equivalent to ERLANG(val1, 2), and HYPO(val1, val1, val1, 3) is equivalent to ERLANG(val1, 3). So at least Erlang distributions with two or three stages can be easily replaced by hyperexponential distributions. Other Erlang distributions can be modeled by using exponential distributions. See [1] for details.
Appendix C

MOSEL-2 Code Adaptations

C.1 basic.h - line 6 et sqq.

Lines 6 and 7 have been inserted to all touched files. They are not mentioned again in the following sections.

6: /* Adaptations from version 1.0 to 2.x (supporting SPNP simulation) */
7: /* 2003 by Patrick Wuechner (are marked with 'PW') */
   [...]
20: #define VERSION_INFO "2.0 (2003-06-01)" /* PW */

C.2 cmdline.c - line 25 et sqq.

25: /* CSPL options (with possible values) */
26: static struct cspl_option
27: { char *name; char *values; }
28: cspl_options[] =
29: [
   [...] 59: /* CSPL simulation options */
60: {"SIMULATION", "YES NO"},     /*
61: {"SIM_LENGTH", "double"},       /*
62: {"SIM_STDREPORT", "YES NO"},   /*
63: {"SIM_CUMulative", "YES NO"},  /*
64: {"SIM_CONFIRM", "double"},     /*
65: {"SIM_Runs", "int"},           /*
66: {"SIM_ERROR", "double"},       /*
67: {"SIM_SEED", "int"},           /*
68: /*
69: /**<
70: */

C.3 cmdline.c - line 164 et sqq.

164: static void
165: process_cmpl_option (char *arg)
166: {
 [...]
178: if (arg[0] == '+' || arg[0] == '-')
C.4 cmdline.c - line 342 et sqq.

342: process_command_line (int argc, char *argv[])
343: {
   [...]/* Set command line defaults. */
   [...]/* default method for CSPL: not simulated - PW **/
354: cmdline.cspl_mode = CSPL_NORMAL; /*
356: */
C.5 cmdline.h - line 39 et sqq.

39: /* different SPNP modes will allow different distributions - PW **/
40: enum { CSPL_NORMAL, CSPL_SIMULATION }; cspl_mode; /*
41: */
C.6 cspl.c - line 299 et sqq.

302: static void
303: print_rate_functions (void)
304: {
   [...]/* to insert other distributions provided by (SPNP Simulation) */
312: }/*
313: */

335:  {
336:    case DIST_EXP :
337:      case DIST_DETERM :
338:      case DIST_GEOM :
339:      case DIST_NORM :
340:      case DIST_LOGN :
341:      case DIST_ERLANG :
342:        if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {
343:          **/
344:          break;
345:          **/
346:        }
347:  
348:      case DIST_UNIFORM :
case DEBT_GAMMA :
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble gm_func_4d_1 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble gm_func_4d_2 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  break;

case DEBT_BETA :
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble bet_func_4d_1 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble bet_func_4d_2 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  break;

case DEBT_CAUCHY :
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble cmu_func_4d_1 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble cmu_func_4d_2 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  break;

case DEBT_POIS :
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble pois_func_4d_1 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
    print_cspell_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
    fprintf (stream, "$\n\n$"');
  }
  if ( !expr_is_const (rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {
    fprintf (stream, "ndouble pois_func_4d_2 (void)\n\n", i);
    fprintf (stream, " return ");
  }
```c
469:    print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);          /***
470:    fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                       /***
471:    }                                                 /***
472:    break;                                            /***
473:  }                                                  /***
474:  case DIST_PARETO :                                 /***
475:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {    /***
476:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
477:      fprintf (stream, "void\n\n\n", i);             /***
478:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
479:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);    /***
480:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
481:    }                                               /***
482:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {    /***
483:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
484:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
485:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);    /***
486:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
487:    }                                               /***
488:  case DIST_BINOM :                                  /***
489:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {    /***
490:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
491:      fprintf (stream, "void\n\n\n", i);             /***
492:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
493:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);    /***
494:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
495:    }                                               /***
496:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {    /***
497:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
498:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
499:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);    /***
500:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
501:    }                                               /***
502:  case DIST_HYPER :                                  /***
503:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {    /***
504:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
505:      fprintf (stream, "void\n\n\n", i);             /***
506:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
507:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);    /***
508:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
509:    }                                               /***
510:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[1]) ) {    /***
511:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
512:      fprintf (stream, "void\n\n\n", i);             /***
513:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
514:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[1], 0);    /***
515:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
516:    }                                               /***
517:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[2]) ) {    /***
518:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
519:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
520:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[2], 0);    /***
521:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
522:    }                                               /***
523:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[3]) ) {    /***
524:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
525:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
526:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[3], 0);    /***
527:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                    /***
528:    }                                               /***
529:    break;                                           /***
530:  }                                                  /***
531:  case DIST_HYPO :                                  /***
532:    if ( !expr_is_const(rule->distrib_param[0]) ) {    /***
533:      fprintf (stream, "\n\n\n");                     /***
534:      fprintf (stream, "void\n\n\n", i);             /***
535:      fprintf (stream, " return ");                  /***
536:      print_cpl_expr (rule->distrib_param[0], 0);    /***
```
C.7  cspl.c - line 590 et sqq.

590: #define void
591: print_options (void)
592: /* Print function "options" which sets options, */
593: [...]  
594: bool_t sim_run_set = 0; /* FW */
595: bool_t sim_length_set = 0; /* FW */
596: bool_t sim_width_set = 0; /* FW */
597: [...]  
598: if (cmdline_sim_mode == CSPL_SIMULATION) { /* */
599: for (i = 0; i < cmdline_cspl_option_count; i++)
600: [...]  
601: } /* */
602: } /* */
603: /*********************************************************************************/

C.8  cspl.c - line 640 et sqq.

640:#define void
641:print_set (void)
642: [...]  
643: /* Define trimensions, */
644: for (i = 0; i < get_rule_count (); i++)
645: [...]  
646: } /* */
647: /*********************************************************************************/
648: /* Create distribution, */
649: fprintf (strings, " trim (" trim_end "); 
650: i);
801: else if (rule==distr_type == EST_EXP)
802:         [...]}
803:   */ GEM distributions, only for ESP Simulation */
804:   else if (rule==distr_type == EST_GEM) {
805:     fprint (stream, ' geomwi (''t', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'a');
806:     eval_const_expr (rule==distr_type, current_settings);
807:     }
808:   }
809:   else if (rule==distr_type == EST_GEM)
810:         [...}
811:   else if (rule==distr_type == EST_GEM)
812:         [...}
813:   else if (rule==distr_type == EST_GEM)
814:         [...]
C.9  cspl.c - line 836 et sqq.

836: switch (rule->policy)

[]...
843: /* new policy provided by spmp simulation */ - PW */
844: case POLICY_PRI:
845:  printf (stream, " policy \"trms\", PRI);\n\n, i); /**
846:  break;
847: /***************************************************/

C.10  cspl.c - line 1055 et sqq.

1055:static void
1056:print_result_functions (void)
1057:/* Print C functions that are necessary to compute the results. */
1058:{
1059: int i;
1060: int j;    /* required for job-loop */   /* PW */
/* checking if job distribution output is desired */
1093: for (i = 0; i < get_node_count(); i++)
1094: }
1095: }
1096: if (node->print_distrib || node->print_avg_distrib)
1097: }
1098: }
1099: job_dist_used=1;
1100: break;
1101: }
1102: }
1103: /* global variables not useful in simulation */
1104: if (job_dist_used==1 && cmdline.cspl_node != CSPL_SIMULATION) {
1105: /* job distribution functions necessary and SFNP not in */
1106: /* simulation node, we can use the old method (global */
1107: /* variables but shorter) */
1108: /*************************************************************************/
1109: /* if simulation is used, we have to provide expected()-calls */
1110: /* for each combination of node and its marking */
1111: */
1112: */ end of non-simulated part */
1113: else if (job_dist_used==1)
1114: {
1115: /* simulated */
1116: /* printing all required dist_func_ */
1117: /*
1118: * printf (stream, "\n*/ distribution handling for simulation */\n"");
1119: for (i = 0; i < get_node_count(); i++)
1120: }
1121: node = get_node (i);
1122: if (node->print_distrib || node->print_avg_distrib)
1123: {
1124: for (j = 0;
1125: j <= eval_int_const_expr (node->capacity, current_setting);
1126: j++)
1127: {
1128: printf
1129: (stream, "\n"
1130: "double dist_func_sim_%s_\d_ (void)\n"
1131: "\n"
1132: " return (mark ("%s") -- \d ? 1.0 : 0.0);\n"
1133: "})\n", node->name, j, node->name, j
1134: );
1135: }
1136: }
1137: } /* printing print_dist_ */
1138: /*
1139: */
1140: printf
1141: (stream,
1142: "\n"
1143: "void print_dist_ (char *node, int capacity)\n\n"
1144: " \n"
1145: );
1146: for (i = 0; i < get_node_count(); i++)
1147: }
1148: node = get_node (i);
1149: if (node->print_distrib)
1150: {
1151: printf
1152: (stream,
1153: " if ( strcmp (node, "%s") == 0 )\n"
1154: " \n"
1155: " node->name
"
1156: );
1157: for (j = 0;
1158: j <= eval_int_const_expr (node->capacity, current_setting);
1159: j++)
1160: */
1187:     {  
1188:         fprintf                      
1189:             ( stream,           
1190:             " pr_value ("DIST_ %s %d\n", "                   
1191:             "expected (dist_func_sim_%s_%d_)\n"
1192:                 , node->name, j, node->name, j        
1193:             );                   
1194:         }                        
1195:     fprintf                    
1196:         ( stream,             
1197:         " )\n\n"                       
1198:     );                     
1199: }                           
1200: }                         
1201: fprintf                   
1202: ( stream,            
1203: "\n"                     
1204: "\n\n"                     
1205: );                      
1206: /* printing print_avg_dist */ 
1207: fprintf                   
1208: ( stream,             
1209: "\n"                     
1210: "void print_avg_dist_ (char *node, int capacity, double time)\n\n"          
1211: " \n"                     
1212: );                      
1213: for (i = 0; i < get_node_count (); i++) 
1214: {                         
1215:     node = get_node (i);   
1216:     if (node->print_distrib)  
1217:     {                     
1218:         fprintf         
1219:             ( stream,          
1220:             " if ( strcmp (node, "%s") == 0 )\n"    
1221:             " \n"                     
1222:             , node->name          
1223:         );               
1224:         for (j = 0;          
1225:             j <= eval_int_const_expr (node->capacity, current_setting);  
1226:             j++ )         
1227:         {                   
1228:             fprintf      
1229:                 ( stream,          
1230:                 " pr_value ("DIST_ %s %d\n", "                     
1231:                 "cum_expected (dist_func_sim_%s_%d_) / time)\n"
1232:                     , node->name, j, node->name, j    
1233:                 );            
1234:         }                   
1235:         fprintf          
1236:             ( stream,           
1237:             " )\n\n"                       
1238:         );                     
1239: }                         
1240: }                         
1241: fprintf                   
1242: ( stream,             
1243: "\n"                     
1244: "\n\n"                     
1245: );                      
1246: fprintf (stream,\"\n/* ending distribution handling for simulation */\n\n");  
1247: }                       
1248: }                        
1249: }                         
1250: /*******************************/

C.11 main.c - line 86 et sqq.

86:  static bool_t
87:  gen_moslang (void)
88:  /* Generate MISLANG file(s), and optionally run MOS. */
89:
90:  [...]  
91:  109:  /* distributions not allowed in MOS - PW */
92:  110:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_GEOM_USED, /*
93:  111:  "geometric distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
94:  112:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_NORM_USED, /*
95:  113:  "normal distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
96:  114:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_LOGN_USED, /*
97:  115:  "lognormal distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
98:  116:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_ELRNG_USED, /*
99:  117:  "Erlang distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
100:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_GAMMA_USED, /*
101:  102:  "gamma distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
103:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_BETA_USED, /*
104:  105:  "beta distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
106:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_CAUCHY_USED, /*
107:  108:  "Cauchy distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
109:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_BINOM_USED, /*
110:  111:  "binomial distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
112:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_POIS_USED, /*
113:  114:  "Poisson distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
115:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_PARETO_USED, /*
116:  117:  "Pareto distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
118:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_HYP_ER_USED, /*
119:  120:  "hyperexponential distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
121:  check_not_used ("MISLANG", DIST_HYP_Q_USED, /*
122:  123:  "hyperexponential distribution not allowed in MOS");  /**
124:  /* *******************************************/

C.12 main.c - line 150 et sqq.

150:static bool_t
151:gen_cspq (void)
152:/* Generate CSPL file(s), and optionally run SPNP. */
153:
154: [...]  
155:  [...]  
156:  157:  /* this is now possible - PW */
158:  /* check_not_used ("CSPL", DETERM_DIST_USED, */
159:  /* "Deterministic firing distribution used"); */
160:  /* *******************************************/
161:  [...]  
162:  163:  /* distributions not allowed in normal analysis (but simulation) - PW */
164:  if (cmdline.cspq_mode == CSPL_NORMAL) {
165:      check_not_used ("CSPL", DETERM_DIST_USED, /*
166:      "Deterministic firing distribution only allowed "
167:      "if simulation is used.");
168:      }  
169:  }  
170:  if (cmdline.cspq_mode == CSPL_NORMAL) {
171:      check_not_used ("CSPL", DETERM_DIST_USED, /*
172:      "Geometric firing distribution only allowed "
173:      "if simulation is used.");
174:      }  
175:  }  
176:  if (cmdline.cspq_mode == CSPL_NORMAL) {
177:      check_not_used ("CSPL", DETERM_DIST_USED, /*
178:      "Normal firing distribution only allowed "
179:      "if simulation is used.");
180:      }  
181:  }
C.13  main.c - line 245 et sqq.

245:static bool_t
246:gen_timenet (void)
247;/* Generate TimenET file(s), and optionally run TimeNET. */
248:{
249:[...]
250:    // distributions not allowed in TimenET - FW **/
251:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_GEMM_USED,  /**/
252:        "geometric distribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
253:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_DISM_USED,  /**/
254:        "discrete distribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
255:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_HYPO_USED,  /**/
256:        "hyperdistribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
257:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_LOGN_USED,  /**/
258:        "lognormal distribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
259:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_BETA_USED,  /**/
260:        "Beta distribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
261:    check_not_used ("TimeNET", DIST_CAUCHY_USED,  /**/
262:        "Cauchy distribution not allowed in TimeNET");  /**/
C.14  model.c - line 797 et sqq.

797: void
798: check_model (void)
799: /* Check the MOSEL-2 description for consistency and check its properties. */
800: {
801:     [...] 
802:     /* Check rules. */
803:     for (i = 0; i < rule_count; i++)
804:     {
805:         [...] 
806:         /* mppp simulation distributions used - FW **/
807:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_GEOM) /*
808:             set_property ( DIST_GEOM_USED); /*
809:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_NORMAL) /*
810:             set_property ( DIST_NORM_USED); /*
811:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_LOG) /*
812:             set_property ( DIST_LOGN_USED); /*
813:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_ERLANG) /*
814:             set_property ( DIST_ERLANG_USED); /*
815:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_GAMMA) /*
816:             set_property ( DIST_GAMMA_USED); /*
817:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_BETA) /*
818:             set_property ( DIST_BETA_USED); /*
819:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_CAUCHY) /*
820:             set_property ( DIST_CAUCHY_USED); /*
821:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_BINOM) /*
822:             set_property ( DIST_BINOM_USED); /*
823:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_POISSON) /*
824:             set_property ( DIST_POIS_USED); /*
825:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_PARETO) /*
826:             set_property ( DIST_PARETO_USED); /*
827:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_HYPER) /*
828:             set_property ( DIST_HYPER_USED); /*
829:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_HYPERG) /*
830:             set_property ( DIST_HYPERG_USED); /*
831:         if (rule->distrib_type == DIST_HYPEROF) /*
832:             set_property ( DIST_HYPEROF_USED); /*
833:     }
834: }
835: /* *************************************/

C.15  model.c - line 889 et sqq.

889: static void
890: dump_rule (int rule_count)
891: /* Dump the rule RULES[RULE_COUNT]. */
892:
893: /* Print firing distribution. */
894: switch (rule->distrib_type)
895: {
896: /* further distributions (emp simulation) */
897: case DIST_GEOM:
898: printf(" %dGEMM ( ");
899: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
900: printf(" , ");
901: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
902: printf(" )");
903: break;
904: case DIST_NORM:
905: printf(" %dNORM ( ");
906: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
907: printf(" , ");
908: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
909: printf(" )");
910: break;
911: case DIST_LOGN:
912: printf(" %dLOGN ( ");
913: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
914: printf(" , ");
915: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
916: printf(" )");
917: break;
918: case DIST_ERLANG:
919: printf(" %dERLANG ( ");
920: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
921: printf(" , ");
922: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
923: printf(" )");
924: break;
925: case DIST_WAND:
926: printf(" %dWAND ( ");
927: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
928: printf(" , ");
929: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
930: printf(" )");
931: break;
932: case DIST_PARETO:
933: printf(" %dPARETO ( ");
934: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
935: printf(" , ");
936: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
937: printf(" )");
938: break;
939: case DIST_Pois:
940: printf(" %dPOIS ( ");
941: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0);
942: printf(" , ");
943: print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0);
944: printf(" )");
945: break;
946: case DIST_BET:
```c
1037:  printf (" ", ");           /**/  
1038:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0); /*/  
1039:  printf (" ");           /**/  
1040:  break;                /**/  
1041:  case DIST_BINOM:        /*/  
1042:  printf (" BINOM ( ");    /*/  
1043:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0); /*/  
1044:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1045:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0); /*/  
1046:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1047:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[2], 0); /*/  
1048:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1049:  break;                /*/  
1050:  case DIST_NORMAL:       /*/  
1051:  printf (" NORMAL ( ");   /*/  
1052:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0); /*/  
1053:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1054:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0); /*/  
1055:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1056:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[2], 0); /*/  
1057:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1058:  break;                /*/  
1059:  case DIST_HYPO:        /*/  
1060:  printf (" HYPO ( ");    /*/  
1061:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[0], 0); /*/  
1062:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1063:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[1], 0); /*/  
1064:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1065:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[2], 0); /*/  
1066:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1067:  print_expr (stdout, rule->distrib_param[3], 0); /*/  
1068:  printf (" ");           /*/  
1069:  break;                /*/  
1070:  default:              /*/  
1071:  error_msg (FATAL, "Internal: Unknown distribution type!"); /*/  
1072:  /************************************************************************ /

C.16 model.c - line 1074 et sqq.

1074:  switch (rule->policy)  
1075:  {  
1076:    [  
1077:      /* policy provided by SPNP simulation - PW **/  
1078:    case POLICY_PRI: printf (" PRI"); break; /*/  
1079:    /************************************************************************ */

C.17 model.h - line 9 et sqq.

9:typedef enum  
10:{  
11:  [  
12:    /* other distrib. used - PW **/  
13:    /* prov. by SPNP sim. */ /*/  
14:    DIST_GEOM USED,    /*/  
15:    DIST_NORMAL_USED, /*/  
16:    DIST_LogN_USED,   /*/  
17:    DIST_ELRANG_USED, /*/  
18:    DIST_GAMMA_USED,  /*/  
19:    DIST_BETA_USED,   /*/  
20:    DIST_CAUCHY_USED, /*/  
21:    DIST каталог USED, /*/  
22:    DIST_BINOM_USED,  /*/  
23:    /************************************************************************ */
C.18 model.h - line 114 et sqq.

114: typedef enum
115: { DIST_IMMED, /* Fires immediately. */
[...]
118: /* new distributions - PW **/
119: /* prov. by SPNP sim. */ **/
120: DIST_UNIFORM, /*
121: DIST_NORMAL, /*
122: DIST_LOGNORMAL, /*
123: DIST_BERNOULLI, /*
124: DIST_GAUSSIAN, /*
125: DIST_BERTA, /*
126: DIST_CAUCHY, /*
127: DIST_BINOMIAL, /*
128: DIST_POISSON, /*
129: DIST_PARETO, /*
130: DIST_HYPERGEOMETRIC, /*
131: DIST_HYPO, /*
132: /*------------------------*/
133: } distrib_type_t;

C.19 model.h - line 137 et sqq.

137: typedef enum
138: { POLICY_DEFAULT, /* use the default policy */
139: POLICY_PRD, /* use a new firing time */
140: POLICY_PHS, /* leave the remaining firing time */
141: /* policy provided by SPNP simulation - PW **/
142: POLICY_PPH, /* use identical firing time */ **/
143: /*------------------------*/
144: } policy_t;

C.20 model.h - line 146 et sqq.

146: enum { DIST_PARAM_MAX = 4 }; /* maximum number of distribution parameters. */
147: /* Incremented by 1 to 4 because of SPNP's hyperexp. distribution - PW **/

C.21 parser.y - line 490 et sqq.

490: static void
491: set_distrib (distrib_type_t type,
492: expr_t *param0, expr_t *param1, expr_t *param2, expr_t *param3)
493: /* added *param3 for hyperexp. distribution - PW */
494: /* Set firing distribution of current rule. */
495: {
[...]}
/* Do distribution-dependent checks. */

switch (type)
{
/* new distributions for SPNP simulation */

/* case DIST_GEOM: */
if (! expr_is_non_negative (param0) )
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "First parameter of geometric distribution must be in [0..1]");
  for (i = 0; i < setting_count; i++)
  {
    if (eval_const_expr (param0, i) > 1 )
    {
      error_msg (ERROR,
      "First parameter of geometric distribution must be in [0..1]");
      break;
    }
  }
  break;
}

/* case DIST_UNIFORM: */
if (! expr_is_positive(param0) )
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "Second parameter of geometric distribution"
  " must be positive ");
  break;
}

/* case DIST_LOGNORMAL: */
if (! expr_is_positive(param0) )
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "First parameter of lognormal distribution"
  " must be positive ");
  if (! expr_is_positive(param1) )
  {
    error_msg (ERROR,
    "Second parameter of lognormal distribution"
    " must be positive ");
    break;
  }
}

/* case DIST_ELANG: */
if (! expr_is_positive (param0))
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "First parameter of Erlang distribution must be positive");
  if (! expr_is_positive (param1))
  {
    error_msg (ERROR,
    "Second parameter of Erlang distribution must be positive");
    break;
  }
}

/* case DIST_GAMMA: */
if (! expr_is_positive(param0) )
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "First parameter of gamma distribution"
  " must be positive ");
  if (! expr_is_positive(param1) )
  {
    error_msg (ERROR,
    "Second parameter of gamma distribution"
    " must be positive ");
    break;
  }
}

/* case DIST_BETA: */
if (! expr_is_positive(param0) )
{
  error_msg (ERROR,
  "First parameter of beta distribution"
  " must be positive ");
  if (! expr_is_positive(param1) )
  {
    break;
  }
}
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of beta distribution");
break;
case DIST_CAUCHY:
if (! expr_is_positive (param1))
error_msg (ERROR, "First parameter of Cauchy distribution must be positive");
break;
case DIST_POIS:
if (! expr_is_positive (param0))
error_msg (ERROR, "First parameter of Poisson distribution must be positive");
if (! expr_is_positive (param1))
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of Poisson distribution"
" must be positive");
break;
case DIST_PARETO:
if (! expr_is_positive (param0))
error_msg (ERROR, "First parameter of Pareto distribution must be positive");
if (! expr_is_positive (param1))
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of Pareto distribution must be positive");
break;
case DIST_BINOM:
if (! expr_is_positive (param0) || ! expr_is_cardinal (param0))
error_msg (ERROR, "First parameter of binomial distribution"
" must be a positive integer");
if (! expr_is_non_negative (param1))
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of binomial distribution"
" must be in [0...1]");
for (i = 0; i < setting_count; i++)
{
if (eval_const_expr (param1, i) > 1)
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of binomial distribution"
" must be in [0...1]");
break;
}
if (! expr_is_positive (param2))
error_msg (ERROR, "Third parameter of binomial distribution"
" must be positive");
break;
case DIST_HYPER:
if (! expr_is_positive (param0))
error_msg (ERROR, "First parameter of hyperexponential distribution"
" must be positive");
if (! expr_is_positive (param1))
error_msg (ERROR, "Second parameter of hyperexponential distribution"
" must be positive");
if (! expr_is_non_negative (param2))
error_msg (ERROR, "Third parameter of hyperexponential distribution"
" must be in [0...1]");
for (i = 0; i < setting_count; i++)
{
if (eval_const_expr (param2, i) > 1)
}
C.22  parser.y - line 1287 et sqq.

1287: /* Reserved keywords */
1288: [ ... ]
1289: /* further tokens for SPNP simulation  - PW ***/
1290: /*token GEDM NUMM LOGN ENLANG GAMMA BETA CAUCHY */
1291: /*token SIMON POIS PARAYD HYPER HYPO PRI */
1292: /*-----------------------------------------------*/

C.23  parser.y - line 1468 et sqq.

1468: /* new distributions and PRI for SPNP Simulation  - PW ***/
1469: GEDM '(' const_expr ',' const_expr ')'
C.24  result.c - line 62 et sqq.

62:/* variables for simulation output  - PW **/
63:static float simulation_length = -1; /* -1 means 'no simulation used' *// **/
64:***************************************************************************/

C.25  result.c - line 424 et sqq.

424:void
425:write_results (char *file)
426:/* Write the results into FILE. */
427:{
428:    ...
429:    /* Write header */
430:    /* own header for SPNP simulation  - PW **/
431:    if (simulation_length != -1) {
432:        fprintf (stream, "Simulation of \"%s\" by %s (simulation length: %d)\n", /*
433:            cmdline.input_file, tool_name (cmdline.tool), simulation_length); /*
434:    if (analysis.transient)
435:    {
436:        /* SPNP simulation is used */
437:        fprintf (stream, "Simulation of \"%s\" by %s (analysis: \"%s\")\n", "
438:            cmdline.input_file, tool_name (cmdline.tool), analysis); /*
439:    if (analysis.start_time == analysis.end_time)
440:    {
441:        fprintf (stream, "(Evaluated transient for time %s)\n", "
442:            analysis.start_time); /*
443:    else
444:        fprintf (stream, "(Evaluated transient for time %s..%s, step width %s)\n", "
445:            analysis.start_time, analysis.end_time, analysis.step_width); /*
446:    } /* no SPNP simulation used */
447:    } /* end bracket for 'no SPNP simulation used' - PW */
448:}
C.26  result.c - line 1176 et sqq.

1176: static void
1177: parse_smp_results (char *file, int setting)
1178: /* Read results for SETTING from FILE in SPNP "*.out" format. */
1179: {
1180: ...
1181: */ Read lines from FILE until end is reached. */
1182: while (!feof (stream))
1183: {
1184: line = read_line (stream);
1185: word = read_word (&line);
1186: if (strcmp (word, "TIME") == 0)
1187: {
1188: ...
1189: else if (is_float_number (word)) { /* "!" required - PW */
1190: shot = time_to_shot (atof (word));
1191: /* if simulation is used, print results, even if shot was -1 - PW **/
1192: if (cmdline.cexp_mode == CEXP_SIMULATION ) {
1193: /* simulated */
1194: shot = 0;
1195: /* valid because of simulation */
1196: simulation_length = atof (word);
1197: /* in smp-output after 'TIME :' */
1198: }
1199: }
1200: }
1201: ...
1202: }/* repeated */

C.27  scanner.l - line 62 et sqq.

108: /* tokens for ESPN Distributions - PW **/
109: */ and PRI-policy (SPNP simulation) **/
110:<NORMAL> return GEHM; /**<
111:<NORMAL> return NORM; /**<
112:<NORMAL> return LOGN; /**<
113:<NORMAL> return EBLANG; /**<
114:<NORMAL> return GAMMA; /**<
115:<NORMAL> return BETA; /**<
116:<NORMAL> return CAUCHY; /**<
117:<NORMAL> return BINOM; /**<
118:<NORMAL> return POIS; /**<
119:<NORMAL> return PARETO; /**<
120:<NORMAL> return HYPER; /**<
121:<NORMAL> return HYPO; /**<
122:<NORMAL> return PRI; /**<
123: */=================================================================================

C.28  timenet.c - line 62 et sqq.

266: static void
267: print_transition (char *name, distrb_type_t distrb, double param,
268: bool_t param_is_const, policy_t policy, int priority)
269: ...
270: {
271: ...
272: switch (distrib)
273: {
274: ...
275: default : /* PW */
276: error_msg (FATAL, "Internal: Unknown distribution type in TimeNET."); /* PW */
277: }
278: }
279: switch (policy)
280: {
281: ...
291: /* policy PRI (SPNP simulation) - PW */
292: case POLICY_PRI:
293:   error_msg (WARNING, "Policy PRI unknown in") /*
294:   "TimeRT. Using default (PRD) instead."); */
295: /***********************************************************/
296: case POLICY_DEFAULT:
297: case POLICY_PRD:
298:   fprintf (stream, "RE "); break;
Appendix D

Full Example Code and Output

D.1 trivialPN.c (using SPNP only)

```c
#include "user.h"

void options() {
    iopt(IPP_SIMULATION, VAL_YN); /*activate SPNP simulation*/
    iopt(IPR_SIM_RUNS, 1000); /*number of simulation runs*/
    fopt(POP_SIM_LENGTH, 1000); /*time to run for each iteration*/
}

void net() {
    place("place1"); /*defining first place*/
    place("place2"); /*defining second place*/
    init("place1", 2); /*initially mark place1 with two tokens*/
    init("place2", 1); /*initially mark place2 with one token*/
    rateval("trans1", 0.3); /*defining first transition with exponential
distribution and firing rate 0.3*/
    detval("trans2", 3); /*defining second transition with
deterministic firing time 3*/
    iarc("trans1", "place1"); /*link first place with first transition*/
    oarc("trans1", "place2"); /*link first transition with second place*/
    iarc("trans2", "place2"); /*link first place with second transition*/
    oarc("trans2", "place1"); /*link second transition with second place*/
}

int assert() {
    if (mark("place1") + mark("place2") != 2)
        return(RES_ERROR);
    return(RES_OK);
}

void ac_init() {
}

void ac_reach() {
}

/* declaring own C functions */

double tokens1() {
    return(mark("place1"));
}
```
D.2 trivialPN.out (using SPNPN only)

TIME :  1.00E+03

Simulation Analysis Result
Number of RUNS = 1000
Number of Events per run:  5.1721e+02[5.1588e+02,5.1855e+02] 99.5%

AVERAGE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>Pr [nonempty]</th>
<th>Av [tokens]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>place1</td>
<td>8.6168e-01 [6.6015e-01, 8.6321e-01] 99.5%</td>
<td>1.6398e+00 [1.6338e+00, 1.6457e+00] 99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place2</td>
<td>7.7497e-01 [7.7237e-01, 7.7697e-01] 99.5%</td>
<td>1.3602e+00 [1.3543e+00, 1.3662e+00] 99.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pr [enabled]</th>
<th>Av [throughput]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trans1</td>
<td>8.6168e-01 [6.6015e-01, 8.6321e-01] 99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans2</td>
<td>7.7497e-01 [7.7237e-01, 7.7697e-01] 99.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPECTED: Average token number in 'place1': (1000) = 1.6486e+00[1.5881e+00, 1.7079e+00] 99.5%
EXPECTED: Average token number in 'place2': (1000) = 1.3620e+00[1.2921e+00, 1.4119e+00] 99.5%

VALUE: Average token number in system: = 3
EXPECTED: Utilization of 'place1': (1000) = 8.6600e-01 [8.4688e-01, 8.8712e-01] 99.5%

VALUE: Utilization of 'place2': = 0.782
D.3 trivialPN.mos

/* Constant and Parameter Part */
CONST rate := 4; /* rate of first transition/rule */
CONST delay := 0.5; /* delay of second transition/rule */
CONST tokens := 3; /* number of tokens/jobs in closed system */
CONST init1 := 2; /* initial number of tokens in first place/node */
CONST init2 := tokens-init1; /* initial number of tokens in 2nd node */

/* State Part */

NODE place1[tokens] := init1; /* introduce 'place1' with max. 'tokens' tokens 
and 'init1' initial tokens */
NODE place2[tokens] := init2; /* introduce 'place2' with max. 'tokens' tokens 
and 'init2' initial tokens */

ASSERT place1 + place2 = tokens; /* the number of tokens in the system always 
has to be 'tokens' */

/* Rule Part */
FROM place1 TO place2 RATE rate; /* exp. distr. transition from 'place1' 
to 'place2' with parameter 'rate' */
FROM place2 TO place1 AFTER delay; /* determ. distr. transit. f. 'place2' 
to 'place1' with parameter 'delay' */

/* Result Part */
PRINT avg_no_of_tokens_in_place1 := MEAN(place1);
PRINT avg_no_of_tokens_in_place2 := MEAN(place2);
PRINT usage_of_place1 := PROB(place1 ! 0);
PRINT usage_of_place2 := PROB(place2 ! 0);
PRINT DIST place1;

/* Picture Part */
PICTURE "token distribution of place1"
CURVE DIST place1

D.4 trivialPN.c

* Generated by MUSEL-2 from "trivialPN.mos" */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "user.h"

/* Constants */
#define rate_ 4
#define delay_ 0.5
#define tokens_ 3
#define init1_ 2
#define init2_ 1

void options (void)
{
    iopt (IDP_SIMULATION, VAL_YES);
    fopt (FPF_SIM_LENGTH, 100);
    iopt (IDP_SIM_RUNS, 1000);
    iopt (IDP_SIM_STDREPORT, VAL_NO);
}

void net (void)
{
    /* Places */
    place ("place1");
    init ("place1", 2);
    place ("place2");

    /* Properties */
    ...

    /* Posting */
    ...

    /* Learning */
    ...

    /* Evaluation */
    ...

    /* Simulation */
    ...

    /* Analysis */
    ...

    /* Results */
    ...

}
init ("place2", 1);

/* MSGB-2 Rule 1 */
rateval ("trans_0", 4);
 iarc ("trans_0", "place1");
 msharc ("trans_0", "place2", 3);
oarc ("trans_0", "place2");

/* MSGB-2 Rule 2 */
detval ("trans_1", 0.5);
iarc ("trans_1", "place2");
msharc ("trans_1", "place1", 3);
oarc ("trans_1", "place1");

int assert (void)
{
    if (! (mark ("place1") + mark ("place2") == tokens))
        return RES_ERROR;
    return RES_NORMAL;
}

void ac_init (void)
{
    pr_net_info ();
}

void ac_reach (void)
{
    pr_rg_info ();
}

double reward_func_0_ (void)
{
    return mark ("place1");
}

double reward_func_1_ (void)
{
    return mark ("place2");
}

double reward_func_2_ (void)
{
    return (mark ("place1") != 0 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
}

double reward_func_3_ (void)
{
    return (mark ("place2") != 0 ? 1.0 : 0.0);
}

/* distribution handling for simulation */

double dist_func_sim_place1_0_ (void)
{
    return mark ("place1") == 0 ? 1.0 : 0.0;
}

double dist_func_sim_place1_1_ (void)
{
    return mark ("place1") == 1 ? 1.0 : 0.0;
}

double dist_func_sim_place1_2_ (void)
D.5 trivialPN.log

Simulating SPN...

...Simulation finished
End of execution.
D.6 trivialPN.out

D.7 trivialPN.res
D.8 Plot of trivialPN.igl

D.9 trivialPN_exp.mos

/* Constant * Parameter Part */
CONST rate := 4;
CONST rate2 := 3.9;
CONST jobs := 3;
CONST init := 2;
CONST init2 := jobs-init1;

/* State Part */
NODE place1[jobs] := init1;
NODE place2[jobs] := init2;
ASSERT place1 + place2 = jobs;

/* Rule Part */
FROM place1 TO place2 RATE rate;
FROM place2 TO place1 RATE rate2;

/* Result Part */
PRINT avg_no_of_jobs_in_place1 := MEAN(place1);
PRINT avg_no_of_jobs_in_place2 := MEAN(place2);
PRINT usage_of_place1 := PRUB(place1 != 0);
PRINT usage_of_place2 := PRUB(place2 != 0);
// PRINT DIUT place1;
// PRINT DIUT place2;
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